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A growing number of municipalities in New York, as well as the nation, are seeking to protect their heritage through the preservation of historic buildings, places and districts. The first municipal historic district preservation law in the State was enacted in 1962 by the City of Schenectady to protect the Stockade Historic District. Since its enactment, the State of New York has seen over 175 municipalities enact local historic preservation laws or ordinances.

A successful and legally defensible local preservation program begins with a detailed inventory and analysis of a municipality’s historic resources. Often, a municipality will address historic resources in its comprehensive planning process. In some cases, local preservation groups may have already documented the historical resources, and a community may be able to rely on such work. In other cases, a community will need to obtain technical assistance from historic preservation experts. The inventory and analysis establishes a record of the historic character of a structure or an area and provides a rational basis to guide regulatory decisions.

This memorandum is a summary of the main legal aspects of municipal historic preservation efforts.
The interrelated legal concepts of the “police power” and the “home rule power” provide New York State municipalities with the authority to regulate historic resources. The State Constitution defines police power as “that power government has to provide for public order, peace, health, safety, morals and general welfare.” The New York State Municipal Home Rule Law expressly authorizes a county, city, town or village to enact local laws relating to the “protection and enhancement of its physical and visual environment.” Historic resources are clearly part of a community’s physical and visual environment, and therefore the municipal home rule power includes the power to regulate historic resources.

In addition to these broad grants of power, the New York State Legislature has provided cities, towns, villages and counties with specific methods of regulating and preserving historic resources through the enactment of the State Historic Preservation Act, historic landmarks legislation, and the Certified Local Government Program. Furthermore, the courts have recognized that broad powers granted to municipalities to regulate land use (typically through zoning enabling statutes) also provide authority for municipal regulation and preservation of historic and aesthetic resources. Finally, Congress has also provided municipalities with the ability to nominate historic resources to the National Register of Historic Places. These historic protection tools will be discussed below.

In 1980 the New York State Legislature passed the State Historic Preservation Act (L. 1980, c.354), which established the State Register of Historic Places. The guidelines established by the State Historic Preservation Act (“SHPA”) closely resemble those established by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 which created the National Register of Historic Places. The State and National Registers list those buildings, structures, districts, objects and sites significant to the history, architecture, archaeology and culture of New York and the nation. The variety of properties included in the National Register of Historic Places will be discussed below.
on the National Register is vast, ranging from Native American petroglyphs to fast food restaurants. Over 70,000 New York State properties are now included on the National Register.

The Town of Hadley has erected a sign directing the public to a historic bow bridge.
Listing of a property or area on the National and State Registers by itself does not limit the private uses of the property. Owners of property eligible to be listed are sometimes opposed to listing, because they think it automatically regulates what

Whenever a State agency is proposing to undertake, fund or approve a project which may cause any change, whether beneficial or adverse, to a property listed on the National or State registers, or which is eligible for such listing, it must consult with the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation (OPRHP). The state agency must submit an impact statement detailing any changes that may occur to the historic or cultural resource. If the Commissioner of OPRHP determines that the proposed action may have an adverse impact on the listed or eligible property, the agency must, to “the fullest extent practicable”, avoid or mitigate the impacts. Note that the review and consultation process established by Section 14.09 of the Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation Law (PRHPL) exclusively regulates properties under the control or jurisdiction of State agencies which are listed or eligible for listing on the National or State Registers. The state agencies must also comply consideration when federal and state agencies are seeking rental space.

The owner of this building in the Town of Lewiston converted it into a fast food restaurant.
with the State Environmental Quality Review Act.

The only way properties on the National and State Registers may receive direct municipal regulatory protection from incompatible alteration and demolition by a private owner is through enactment of a local historic preservation law. A local historic preservation law, which affords regulatory protection, may be a zoning law or a separate historic preservation law. Some communities have chosen to enact both types of laws, which are discussed below.
Municipalities have authority to enact their own historic preservation laws, which is unaffected by the listing or lack of listing of properties on the National and State Registers. Local historic preservation laws may cover properties of purely local historic interest, as well as those listed on the National and State Registers, or both. Local governments have several avenues to preserve historic resources within their community. The zoning enabling statutes for cities, towns and villages provide authority for the protection of historic resources through local zoning laws. Municipalities may also enact site plan review laws either in conjunction with zoning laws or as separate enactments. Lastly, local governments may regulate historic properties by enacting a landmark preservation law as authorized by §96-a or under Article 5-K of the General Municipal Law.

Zoning to Preserve Historic Resources

The division of a municipality’s territory into districts, or zones, is a basic feature of land use regulation. Division into either residential, commercial, industrial, or any number of zoning districts, is common. Municipalities which contain neighborhoods, downtowns, or other contiguous tracts of historically significant resources may also establish Historic Preservation Districts to encompass those areas even if some property within the district lacks historic significance. While districts, separate historic preservation laws authorized by General Municipal Law § 96-a and Article 5-K are typically used to protect individual structures. Another approach that differs from the creation of an historic district zone is adoption of “overlay zones.” An overlay zone applies a common set of standards to a designated area that may cut across several different conventional or "underlying" zoning districts. The standards of the overlay zone apply in addition to those of the underlying zoning district. This provides an extra measure of protection for the historic resources within the district. For example, if only a portion of a downtown business district has historic resources that merit additional protection, an additional layer of regulations may be established to apply only to that area. In this way the historic municipalities often use zoning to protect historic
protection regulations “overlay” the underlying zoning requirements. An action proposed in this overlay zone may be subject to review by the local historic preservation commission which will look at such factors as the loss or retention of significant architectural features, compatibility with historic construction methods and styles, and maintenance of district character.
The establishment of a zoning district is a legislative act of the city council, town board, or village board of trustees, as the case may be. Legislative acts which have a reasonable relationship to a legitimate governmental objective enjoy a presumption of constitutionality.\textsuperscript{11} Since the preservation of historic resources has been determined by the courts to be a legitimate governmental objective\textsuperscript{12}, the only inquiry is whether a local law or ordinance adopted by a municipality is reasonable. Further, historic preservation controls (as with other local land use regulations) may not regulate an individual piece of property so much that “[I]t renders the property affected by it so unsuitable for any purpose for which it is reasonably adapted as effectively to destroy its economic value.”\textsuperscript{13} In other words, a regulation which leaves a property with no reasonable economic value can be considered a “taking”, and can be invalidated by a court.

Determining whether a local land use restriction or its application is reasonable usually depends upon the particular facts involved. Occasionally, requirements placed on an applicant are so onerous and patently unreasonable that they may be invalidated. In one example, a case was brought against a municipality which established a local historic zoning district for a single parcel, required that it remain in one ownership and pro-actively required the owner to restore the historic and architectural character of the property. The Court of Appeals invalidated the establishment of the district on the narrow basis that nothing in the pertinent enabling legislation authorized municipalities to impose such requirements, but it could just as well have found the requirements

On the other hand, where the City of Schenectady Historic District Commission required several measures, including planting 38 \textit{arborvitae} trees eight feet in height in order to screen a proposed large above-ground swimming pool in an historic zoning district, the requirements were upheld by the Appellate Division.\textsuperscript{15}

To protect the historic character of an area, a municipality may want to use zoning to limit the types of uses allowed. While zoning enabling statutes allow municipalities great discretion in establishing what uses are allowed or prohibited in a district, some limitations have been established by law or by the court. Educational uses in residential areas is one area where the courts have established limitations on municipal regulation. In New York, it is the rule that educational uses enjoy “special treatment with respect to residential zoning ordinances and have been permitted to expand into neighborhoods where nonconforming uses would otherwise not have been allowed.”\textsuperscript{16} In the Court of Appeals decision in Trustees of Union College \textit{v.} Members of Schenectady City
were unreasonable, in the constitutional sense.\textsuperscript{14} Council,\textsuperscript{17} the City of Schenectady zoning
ordinance prohibited educational uses from locating in its “Single Family Historic District,” which encompassed the “General Electric Realty Plot,” a distinctive nine-block area of 120 homes developed at the turn of the 20th Century and listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The Court held that because of the competing public policy interests in education, such uses should not be foreclosed from locating in a residential zoning district, even a historic one. The Court further held that there must be a case-by-case deliberative process in which “proposed educational uses must be weighed against the interest in historical preservation,” as in a Special Use Permit process.18 Municipal zoning ordinances that purport to completely exclude educational uses from historic residential districts will be invalidated, and it would be wise to allow such uses, subject to special use permit authority granted to cities, towns and villages.19 However, if a reviewing body determines that a particular educational use would indicated that a reasoned denial to locate within such a district would be upheld.

**Design Review Boards**

Most municipalities which have enacted historic preservation laws or ordinances, whether through zoning or separate preservation legislation, establish a separate body to review proposed projects located in historic districts or affecting historic properties. The body is frequently named an Architectural Review Board, Design Review Commission or Historic Preservation Commission and is usually composed of persons with some interest or expertise in the subject. Members of the board typically have a more specialized knowledge or interest in the issue than municipal planning board members, and their decisions may be more legally defensible because of this specialized knowledge. A municipality may establish special qualifications for members of such boards by enactment of a local law.20

In addition to being based on an inventory and analysis and establishing a reviewing body, historic preservation laws or ordinances should contain two other key components: a clear description of the actions which require municipal review, and the standards of review.21 For example, regulated projects may involve the demolition or exterior alteration of historic structures, as well as the construction of a new structure within an historic district. A change in use may also subject the designated property to review.
adversely affect the protected historic resources by not meeting applicable standards, the Court has
Standards for alterations and rehabilitation of historic structures are often borrowed from the United States Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic Properties. Other sources of information on standards for use by municipalities are the Preservation League of New York State, county and regional planning agencies, and the Department of State, and the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation (OPRHP). OPRHP administers the State Historic Preservation Act under the authority of Article 14 of the Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation Law. OPRHP provides information and assistance to individuals, nonprofit historic preservation groups, as well as communities in matters of historic preservation. The Commissioner of OPRHP also serves as the State Historic Preservation Officer, who is responsible for agencies whose actions may affect a listed historic resource.

Zoning ordinance standards for protection of historic resources which generally require any new construction or alteration to be compatible with existing structures of historic or architectural value have been upheld by the courts. They have been found to be “sufficiently precise and verifiable” and to “provide minimal guidelines to safeguard against arbitrary or discriminatory enforcement.”

Site Plan Review

Cities, towns and villages may enact site plan review laws and ordinances, as either a component of a zoning law or ordinance, or as a separate enactment. The enabling statutes authorize local reviewing and proposing nominations to the State and National registers, as well as consulting with

*Among the items which can be reviewed by a local board is the materials used in the alteration of an historic property.*
governments to enact legislation which specifies
the uses which must obtain site plan approval, as
well as the elements to be included on plans
submitted for approval. The statutes provide that
such site plan laws or ordinances may include
those elements related to, “[A]rchitectural
features, location and dimensions of buildings,
adjacent land uses...as well as any additional
elements specified...in such zoning ordinance or
local law.”25 A planning board or “other
administrative body”, may be delegated authority
to administer site plan review.26

Local site plan review regulations should
establish what actions are subject to site plan
review. Site plan review can apply to a general
class of uses, such as gas stations, or to a
proposed action in a particular area, such as a
historic district. Through site plan review, a
municipality could also empower an historic
review board to review
proposed projects in historic areas and require applicants to meet certain architectural requirements. Where an historic zoning district has not been established, a local site plan review law could require that any alterations to designated historic structures undergo site plan review. The standards for review should be established in the site plan review law or ordinance.

An additional source of authority for local governments which would like to protect historic resources through local law or ordinance is General Municipal Law §96-a and Article 5-K.

While this important enabling legislation includes the authority to regulate districts, it supplements the zoning powers of local governments by

Landmark Preservation Laws

An additional source of authority for local governments which would like to protect historic resources through local law or ordinance is General Municipal Law §96-a and Article 5-K.

While this important enabling legislation includes the authority to regulate districts, it supplements the zoning powers of local governments by

General Municipal Law § 96-a

Protection of historical places, buildings and works of art.

In addition to any power or authority of a municipal corporation to regulate by planning or zoning laws and regulations or by local laws and regulations, the governing board or local legislative body of any county, city, town or village is empowered to provide by regulations, special conditions and restrictions for the protection, enhancement, perpetuation and use of places, districts, sites, buildings, structures, works of art, and other objects having a special character or special historical or aesthetic interest or value. Such regulations, special conditions and restrictions may include appropriate and reasonable control of the use or appearance of neighboring private property within public view, or both. In any such instance such measures, if adopted in the exercise of the police power, shall be reasonable and appropriate to the purpose, or if constituting a taking of private property shall provide for due compensation, which may include the limitation or remission of taxes.
allowing historic landmark controls. It differs from zoning because its purpose is not the regulation of land uses, per se, but protection of a community’s historic resources, even, in limited circumstances, the interior of buildings. Where both zoning and landmark laws apply, the applicant must comply with both. Consequently, an applicant who seeks to establish a use which is permitted under a zoning law may be denied permission to alter an historic building where the reviewing body (typically a local Landmarks or Historic Preservation Commission) finds that the proposal would not comply with the requirements of the local landmark law. Where approval is granted, it is usually in the form of a “Certificate of Appropriateness.”

As in other review processes, a landmark preservation law or ordinance must specify the process for designating an historic building or site, and the criteria to be used in that designation. Prior to enactment of a landmark preservation regulation, a municipality should conduct a survey of potentially eligible buildings and sites. The survey will act as part of a comprehensive historic preservation program which the ordinance or local law seeks to implement, and will provide a sound (and less ad hoc) basis for decisions on designations as well as determinations on whether to allow alteration of a designated structure. The actual designation of a nominated structure or site is a legislative act, but the regulations should allow the preservation commission, planning board and other appropriate entities to nominate buildings and sites for designation by the local legislative body.

The local law or ordinance should provide written notice to the owner of a nominated property and provide the owner and the public with the opportunity to be heard in the matter of the designation, but the municipality need not receive the owner’s consent for designation.

A landmark preservation law should also include designation of a review board, qualifications of board members, standards for review and description of regulated actions. Historic preservation boards focus on the details of alteration and rehabilitation of historic structures, as well as on the impacts of new construction on adjacent historic resources. They need not concern themselves with the complicating factors associated with deciding whether a given use is permissible under zoning.

When a community decides to enact separate historic preservation legislation in addition to its
zoning controls, it is important that the overall approval processes be coordinated. This will ensure that applicants are not unduly burdened by having to obtain overlapping or contradictory approvals. In these cases, care should be taken to alert the applicant to the required procedures. For example, the historic City of Kingston, the first capital of New York State, has developed a useful guide to the Kingston Landmarks Ordinance, which includes such sections as “How It Works” and “Ways to Expedite the Process.” The ordinance incorporates provisions for informal review processes, such as a pre-application conference. This type of meeting enables the applicant to better understand the review process, and it helps applicants to avoid unnecessary delays and costs.
The Certified Local Governments (CLG) Program administered by OPRHP provides technical and financial assistance to communities enrolled in a partnership with NYS OPRHP and the National Park Service pursuant to the National Historic Preservation Act. CLG funding is used for a variety of local preservation needs, including historic preservation plans as part of main street redevelopment programs, community education programs, and in-depth surveys leading to designation of historic landmarks and districts. As of the date of this publication, over 40 Certified Local Governments have received over $1.5 million in assistance.

Transfer of Development Rights

Article 5-K of the General Municipal Law, and the zoning enabling statutes for towns, villages and cities contain express authority for the use of the “Transfer of Development Rights” (TDR) land use tool, in conjunction with historic preservation. The basic concept of TDR is an exchange of development rights. An owner of a designated property may sell his or her quantitative development rights to the owner of a receiving property. The result is that the owner of the designated property would forfeit the ability to develop his property and the owner of the receiving property would be allowed to submit development plans for approval by the municipality. Development rights are usually conveyed to a private owner for whatever price the seller can obtain. While the TDR concept is not in wide use in New York state, it has been used extensively in New York City, where conveyance of air rights has helped to preserve and redevelop such significant landmarks as Grand Central Station and South Street Seaport. Administering TDRs requires a somewhat sophisticated system of tracking development rights which are sold and purchased. It is necessary to establish, through a detailed comprehensive planning process, where development rights may “land” without causing unanticipated development problems. Municipalities are also authorized to use TDR for other purposes pursuant to the zoning enabling statutes. In those cases, municipalities must base use of TDR upon a comprehensive plan.

Acquisition of Easements

Article 5-K also explicitly authorizes local legislative bodies, after due notice and public hearing, to acquire fee or easement interests in historic properties by purchase, gift, or other means. In some cases, municipalities have purchased “facade easements” in Main Street areas resulting in the requirement of municipal approval for any facade alteration. Where a municipality is the holder of an easement, it stands in the same shoes as would the private owner of any interest in real property. It may decide whether to permit alteration of a structure simply based upon the terms of the easement, as opposed to having to make elaborate findings of fact and comply with other procedural requirements.
The State Environmental Quality Review Act (“SEQRA”) must be complied with when a state or local agency has discretionary authority over an action, such as the issuance of a certificate of appropriateness. When historic resources could be affected by an action governed by SEQRA, the thresholds for classifying and examining the action may be stricter. An “unlisted action” which occurs within or substantially contiguous to a registered property or a property which has been nominated for the National or State Register, will be considered a “Type I” action under SEQRA. Type I actions are more likely to require the preparation of an environmental impact statement, as well as undergo coordinated review. For example, a local government that has site plan review authority over a property that is listed or “substantially contiguous” to a property listed on the State or National Register of Historic Places may also consider the environmental impact upon the listed property. This evaluation must be made whether or not a local government has enacted local historic preservation controls.

While the bulk of the responsibility for protecting historic resources falls upon municipalities, there are several sources of assistance available to help determine the extent of local resources and the appropriate means to protect them.
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